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The purpose of this paper is to generalize the classical Riesz-Herglotz integral

representation and Pick-Nevanlinna interpolation theorems to functions of

several complex variables. A generalization of these results in a somewhat dif-

ferent direction has already been given in [2]; the functions with positive real

part, which will be the objects of our study here, turn out to be closely related to a

subclass of the class Hm considered in [2].

We note that some of our results (Theorem 1 and the necessity part of Theorem

2) apply to a much larger class of domains than the polycylinders. In fact, the

Szegö kernel function, which plays a crucial role in our investigation, exists and

has very similar properties in all the bounded homogeneous domains which are

starlike, circular, and whose isotropy group is linear and transitive on the Bergman-

Silov boundary (cf. [1] ; the symmetric domains of E. Cartan are all such). Our

proofs apply to this more general situation as well, with the only change that the

system (1) has to be replaced by a system of polynomials orthonormal on the

Bergman-Silov boundary and constructed from the irreducible representations

of the isotropy group. The holomorphic elements of this system will then span

the range of the projection P. Our method of proving the second part of Theorem

2, however, seems not to be applicable here, and so the problem of the suffic-

iency of our conditions in the general case remains open.

We shall denote by z = (z1,---,zm) the points of complex Euclidean m-space

Cm. D will be the unit polycylinder of C'\

D = {z\\zk\<\   (k = l,-,m)}.

The Bergman-Silov boundary of D is the multi-torus

B = {u||Mt| = l   (k = l,---,m)}.

Writing uk = e'*k(k = l,---,m), du = (2n)~mdcbi • • ■ dcbm is the Haar measure of B.

We shall denote by L2(B) the Hubert space of square-integrable functions on B

with respect to íít¿. The inner product in L2(B) will be denoted by < , >. The set of

functions

(1) {uV-uï? | -co <nlf-, nm< oo}
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is a complete orthonormal system in L2(B). A function / on DUB will be called a

continuous holomorphic function if it is holomorphic on D and continuous on

D\JB. The restriction of such a function to B will be denoted by the same letter/.

The domain D has a Szegö kernel function S:D x D-+C defined by

m <

S(z,w) = U   t   x      =     I- — nl nm   *1 '«    ■

k = y    1 ZkWk ni.„mgO

The following properties of S are clear (and well known).

(i)   S(z, w) = S(w, z) and S(z, z) > 0 for all z,weD.

(ii) The function Sw defined by Sw(z) = S(z, w) is a continuous holomorphic

function on D u B for all weD.

(iii) /(z) = </, Sz> for all continuous holomorphic functions / and all zeD.

(iv) S(z,0) = 1 for all zeD.

P will denote the projection in L2(B) onto the subspace spanned by the set

{u"y ■■■un™\ny, ■■-,nm S; 0}, and F the projection onto the subspace spanned by

{uyl ■■■u^'\ny, ■■■,nmS 0}. Iff is a continuous holomorphic function, then clearly

fe PL2(B), fe PL2(B), and Pf =/(0). We also have Pf = Pf for all/e L2(B).
By ß we shall denote the projection onto the subspace spanned by PL2(B) and

PL2(B). This is the complex subspace spanned by the real parts of continuous

holomorphic functions.

Now we prove some further simple properties.

(v)  If / is continuous holomorphic, then

/(0) = </,Sz>

for all zeD.

In fact, we have

</, sz> = if, pszy = { pf, szy = </(0), szy =/(0).

(vi)   If/ is continuous holomorphic, then

Re/(0) = <Re/,l>.

Proof. By (iii) and (iv), /(0) = </,S0> = </, 1>. By (v), /(0) = </, 1>. Adding

these the result follows,

(vii)  Iff is continuous holomorphic, then

/(z) = iIm/(0) + <Re/,2Sz-l>

for all zeD.

This is clear by adding (iii), (v) and (vi).

(viii) If/ is continuous holomorphic, then

s(z,w)f(z) = <[f,szswy

for all z,weD.
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Proof. Swf is continuous holomorphic, and using (ii) we have

S(z, w)f(z) = (SJ)(z) = < SJ, Sz> = </, swszy.

(ix)  If / is continuous holomorphic, then

< Re /, SzS„y = S(z, w)-2-'

for all z, w e D.

Proof. We have

S(z, w)f(w) = S(w, z)f(w) = <j,sjs,y = </, S2SW>

(using (viii) in the second equality). Adding this to (viii) the assertion follows,

(x)   For all z,weD,

Q(Sz5w) = S(w,z)(S: + 5w-l).

Proof. By (vii) and (ix) we have

<Re/,SA> = i-S(z,w)«Re/,2SI- 1> 4-<Re/,2Sw- 1»

= 5(w,zKRef,Sz + 5w-iy

for all continuous holomorphic /. Noting that the Re / span QL2(B) and that

Sz + Sw-leQL2(B) the assertion follows.

We note that by using (viii) we could deduce the sharper results

P(SZSW) = S(w,z)Sz and P(SZSW) = S(w,z)Sw; these, however, will not be used in

the sequel.

Our first theorem is a rather straightforward generalization of the Riesz-

Herglotz theorem, we have not, however, been able to find it in the literature.

It differs from known integral representations (e.g. L. Bers, Amer. J. Math. 64

(1942), 514-530) by the fact that its kernel is holomorphic, not only biharmonic

or harmonic, and that it furnishes a necessary and sufficient condition.

Theorem 1. The function f:D -* C is holomorphic and has non-negative real

part in D if and only if it admits a representation

(2) f(z) = i Im/(0) + j (2S(z, u) - l)dp(u)

with a positive measure p on B such that

(3) J «;» .»«*■ <m«) - o

unless nk^.0for all k = !,••-,m or nk £ Ofor all k — 1, —,m.
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Proof. Let / be holomorphic with non-negative real part in D. Then for all

0<r<l, the function/, defined by /r(z) =f(rz) is continuous holomorphic.

By (vii) we have

/r(z) = ilm/r(0) + jB(2S(z,u) - l)dpr(u),

where dpr(u) = Re fr(u)du is a positive measure on B. We also have

uy-u';n-dpr(u) = 0L
unless nk ̂  0 for all k or nk :g 0 for all k.

For r -* 1 the total variation of pr is bounded, and in fact constant, since

dpr(u) =
Jb J b

(2S(0, u) -1) Re fr(u)du = Re /r(0) = Re /(0),

by (iv) and (vii). Hence the well-known theorem of Helly can be applied, and

(2) and (3) follow.

Conversely, iff is defined by (1) it is holomorphic in D since the integral con-

verges uniformly and absolutely on compact subsets of D. Now note that iff in

L2(B) has an absolutely and uniformly convergent expansion in terms of the

orthonormal system (1), then by (3) we have

f  f(u)dp(u)= \ (Qf)(u)dp(u).
J b Jb

SZSZ is such a function for every fixed zeD. Hence, using (x) we obtain

Re f(z) =   f (S(z, u) + S(z, u) - l)dp(u)

= S(z,zy1JQ(SzSz)(u)dp(u)

= S(z,z)~1 jB(SzSz)(u)dp(u)

= S(z,zy1\\S(z,u)\2dp(u)>fd,

finishing the proof of the theorem.

Corollary. The power series

/(*)-       I      anu.„zî'-C
m,...,»miO

represents a function holomorphic and having non-negative real part in D if



<p(ni,—,nm)
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and only if the function cb:J x ■■■ x J^*C (J denoting the group of integers)

defined by

2Rea0.0 ifni = — = nm = 0

ani.nm tí »i» -> nm ^ 0, nt + ••• + nm > 0

ä-nu.-.-nm if ny,-,nm ^ 0, ny + ••• + nm < 0

0 otherwise

is positive definite.

Proof. If/ is holomorphic and has non-negative real part, then

f(z) = i Im /(O) + 2     I      zï1 •• • ziï f üy •• ¿C"dp(") - f dp(u)

for ail z e /), by (2). Hence, using (3) we have

w1,-,nj = 2 j uy-u^dplu)(4) <K

for all ny, •••,nm, and thus </> is positive-definite.

Conversely, if cb is positive-definite then by the Herglotz-Bochner-Weil theorem

there exists a positive measure p such that (4) holds. This in turn implies (2) and (3).

Theorem 2. Let EczD be a set such that: (a) there exist numbers z[°\ ■•-,z(°)

such that (zy,---,zm) e E implies (z1,—,zk-uzkm,zk+1,—,zJeE for all

k= l,---,m,and (ß) f continuous holomorphic on D and f(z) = 0 for all zeE

implies f(z) = 0 for all xeD. Then a function f : E -* C can be extended to a

j"unction f': D -» C holomorphic and having non-negative real part in D if and

only if the function K:E x E-*C defined by

(5) K(z,w) = S(z,w)f(2\+fM

is positive-definite.

Proof. Let / be holomorphic on D and such that Re / S; 0. For 0 < r < 1

consider the function Kr:E x £ -> C defined by

KÁz,w) = S(z,w)f^^.

Let z(1),•••,z(n)6D>and a1,---,aBeC. Using (ix) we have

S Kr(zU), zm)ajäk   =   I < Re /„ SzU>Szc»> apk
j,k j,k

=   f   | 2 ajS(zU), u) |2 Re fr(u)du ^ 0.
Jb     j
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Since this holds for all 0 < r < 1 and since Kr(z, w) is a continuous function of r

for all fixed z,weD, it follows that

1 K(za\z(k))ajâk^0,
j,k

i.e., K is positive-definite.

In proving the converse we first assume that z[0) = ••• = z¿,0)= 0. Since K is

positive-definite, by a well-known construction there exists a Hubert space § and

a set of elements {ez \ z e E] in § such that

(6) <[ez,ew}~K(z,w)

for all z, w e E.

For l^lc^m and z = (z1,...,zm) we define kz = (z1,---,zk_1,0,zk+l,---zm).

Now for ez such that zt ^ 0 we define

(7) ez(k) =~(ez- ekz).
zk

If zk, wk t¿ 0, we have

< ez(k), ew(k)} = —— <ez - ete, ew - ekw}
¿kwk

1    /   /(z)+/(w)        f(kz) + f(w)

zkwk \2T\(1 - zlWl)     211(1-^
i i«

/(z)+/(few)      /(fez) + /(few) \

2T\(í-zlwl)+2Tl(í-zlwí)J
l*k l*k

2Yl(l-zlwl)     MZ'W;    ^e»e»>-
i

It follows that the operator Vk defined on the set Wk of finite linear combinations

of the ez (zk = 0) by

Vk Z azez = Z azez(k)
z z

is well defined and isometric By closure and by setting it equal to 0 on the ortho-

gonal complement of <3Jlk, Vk can be extended to an operator Vk denned on § and

such that || fk || g 1. Then the operator (/ - zkVk) ~1 exists and represents a holo-

morphic operator-valued function for | zk \ < 1. By (7) we have

ez = (l~zk9k) xekz

whenever zk ^ 0; this relation, however, is trivially true if zk = 0, hence it holds

for all zeE.
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It follows that (denoting 0 = (0, --^O))

(8) ez=Yl(I-zkVkyle0.
it = i

Now by (iv) we have

/(z)+/(0) /(z)+/(0)_
---= S(z, U)-r-     \ e" eo/

m

= <Y[V-zkVkr1eo,eoy,
-k = l

and
m

(9) f(z) = -/(0) + 2<n (' - z*^)_1eo.eo>

for all zeE. Now the function /defined for all zeD by the same formula (9) is

clearly holomorphic in D.

It remains to show that Re /¡g 0 in D. This can be be done as follows.We define

the functions K and ß on D x D by

and

^(z,w) = 5(z,w)/(2)^°nj-/(w)

m m

K(z, w) = < [I (/ - z*ñ) " 'e0,  U.V- wkVky ̂oN .
Nt = i * = i

By (5), (6) and (8), K and K coincide on E x E. Since both are holomorphic in

z and antiholomorphic in w, an application of the condition (ß) gives that they

are identical also on D x D. Thus, for all zeD,

Re/(z) = S(z, zy1 R(z, z) = S(z, z)~1E(z, z)

= síz.z)-1! na-z^r^of^o,
II * = 1 II

which was to be shown.

Finally we show that the general case can be reduced to the case where

z(!0) = ... = z^°' = 0. We can always find a holomorphic one-to-one mapping cb

of D onto itself such that cp : (z[0), ■ • -, z^0)) -*• (0, • • -,0) and tp is a fractional linear

transformation in each coordinate. Then a simple explicit computation shows

that the function g =/ 0 <f> ~ Mefined on cb(E) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2,

and hence by the first part of our proof can be extended to a function g holo-

morphic on D and such that Reg ^ 0. /= g o cp will then be the desired extension

off, and the proof of the theorem is complete.

In conclusion we add some remarks.

1. With the aid of Lemma 6 in [2], Theorem 2 can easily be generalized to the
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case of functions/ whose values are operators on a Hubert space §>. The proof

makes use of our Theorem 1 and follows the argument of Theorem 5 in [2].

2. Let H denote the half-plane Rez > 0. The Szegö kernel function SH of H

is given by SH(z,w) = (2ji)~1(z + vv)"1. Thus condition (5) can be restated as the

positive definiteness of the function

(10) s(z'w)

SH(f(z),f(w))

By a computation using fractional linear transformations one can prove that if H

is any circular domain in the complex plane and SH is its Szegö kerne], then under

the conditions of Theorem 2 the positive definiteness of (10) is necessary and

sufficient for the existence of a holomorphic extension f:D->Hoff.

3. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 2 that a holomorphic extension off

exists even if hypothesis (ß) is not assumed, only it will not necessarily have non-

negative real part. For this latter to be true (ß) is essential. We give here an example

of a set E and a function /: E -» C such that (5) is positive-definite, but /does not

have an extension of the desired kind.

Choose the numbers r,s in such a way that

0< r <s< 1,

(1 -r2Y< 1 -s2.

Let D be the bicylinder, let E = {(0,0), (r, r)}, and let / be defined by

/(0,0) =

f(r,r) =

/(0,0) =  1
l + i
1-s

It is easily seen that (5) is positive-definite. However, if there exists a holomorphic

extension /of / with Re /^ 0, then the function g defined by

g(C)./(co-i
/(CO + l

is holomorphic such that | g(Q | ^ 1 for all | £ | < 1, while g(0) = 0 and g(r) = s

in contradiction to the Schwarz lemma.
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